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Abstract 

 

The paper presents a classification of polyadic integers with respect to their 

arithmetic properties. 
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We begin with a brief introduction to the theory of polyadic integers.  Let 

� be a commutative ring. A mapping �	of � into non-negative real numbers is 

called a non-archimedean pseudo-valuation of		� if it has the following properties: 

1. ���� � 0 for all � ∈ �, ���� 
 0 iff � 
 0 ∈ �. 

2. ����� � �������� for all �, � ∈ �.  
3. ��� � �� � max �����, ����� for all �, � ∈ �. 

If for all �, � ∈ � the stronger condition ����� 
 �������� holds , then � is 

called a valuation. For a prime � the		�-adic valuation |�|�	of an element � ∈ 	ℚ  

is defined as follows. If � ∈ �  is divisible by �� and not divisible by  ����	, then 

|�|� 
 ��� .	 For � 
 � �� 	, � ∈ �, � ∈ �  we have |�|� 
 |�|� |�|��  . As usual, 

ℚ� denotes the corresponding completion of ℚ.	It	is	 the field of �-adic numbers, 

and �� denotes the ring of �-adic integers which satisfy the inequality	|�|� 	� 1.  
For % 
 ��&' …�)&* , where �+ are primes and ,+ are positive integers we can 

consider the % - adic pseudo-valuation which is defined in a similar way (cf. [7]).
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The corresponding completion is denoted by		ℚ.. A well-known theorem by K. 

Hensel (cf. [7]) asserts that ℚ. is a direct sum of the fields ℚ�', … , ℚ�* ,			so any 

element / ∈ ℚ. can be expressed as  / 
 �/�, … , /)� with /+ ∈ ℚ�0 and for any 

polynomial 1�2� ∈ �324 one has 1�/� 
 	 �1�/��, … , 1�/)��. Recall that � ∈ � 

is called algebraic (over	ℚ  ) if there exists a nonzero polynomial 1�2� ∈ �324 
such that 1��� 
 0. Otherwise it is called transcendental. Therefore / ∈ ℚ. is 

algebraic iff  /+ ∈ ℚ�0 , 5 
 1, … , 6 are algebraic. 

 We introduce a topology in the ring  � by considering the set of all ideals 

�7� as the system of vicinities of zero. Addition and multiplication are continuous 

with respect to this topology. The completion of this topological ring is called the 

ring of polyadic integers. ( The detailed descriptions of the  construction of 

polyadic numbers are presented in [8]).  The elements of this ring have canonical 

representations of the form ∑ �9 ∙ ;!, �9 ∈ =0,1, … , ;>?9@A . A series of this form 

converges in any	ℚ� and, for example, in any ℚ� we have ∑ ; ∙ ;! 
 -1.?9@�  

 One can prove that the ring of polyadic integers is a prime product of the 

rings 	�� over all primes �. Therefore any polyadic integer can be expressed as  

/ 
 �/�, … , /), … � where the components /), belong to ��*, e.g.			∑ ; ∙ ;! 
?9@�
�-1, … , -1, … �. This remark allows us to give the following definition: a 

polyadic integer / is algebraic, if there exists a polynomial 1�2� ∈ �324  such 

that 1�/� 
 0( where 0=(0,…,0,…)), in other words, if for any 6	 one has 

1�/)� 
 0 in  ��* .	In terms of [1], [3] it means that / satisfies a global relation. 

 We call the polyadic integer  	/   transcendental, if  for any nonzero 

	polynomial 1�2� ∈ �324 there exists at least one prime � such that 1B/�C D 0 

in		ℚ�. We call  the polyadic integer  	/  infinitely  transcendental, if  for any 

nonzero 	polynomial 1�2� ∈ �324 there exist infinitely many primes  � such that 

1B/�C D 0 in		ℚ�.  At last, a polyadic integer is globally transcendental, if for 

any nonzero 	polynomial 1�2� ∈ �324 and for all primes  � the inequality 

1B/�C D 0 holds in		ℚ�.  Of course, globally transcendental polyadic integers 

form a subset of infinitely transcendental polyadic integers which, in turn, form a 

subset of transcendental polyadic integers. Hensel’s theorem mentioned above 

implies that there exist transcendental polyadic integers, which are not infinitely 

transcendental, and there exist infinitely transcendental polyadic integers, which 

are not globally transcendental. 

 Let now 	∑ ;! 
 /.?9@�  From [1], [4] it  immediately follows that / is at 

least infinitely transcendental. A very interesting problem is to prove that this 

polyadic number is globally transcendental. Using theorem from [1] and results  
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from [2], [9] one can easily prove that a lot of numbers, which are  the values of 

generalized hypergeometric series are infinitely transcendental and even are 

infinitely algebraically independent( the definition of this notion is in analogy to 

the definition of infinitely transcendental polyadic integers, one must only 

consider 1�2�, … , 29� ∈ �32�, … , 294). It is worth to note ,cf [6], that for any 

polynomial 1�2� ∈ �324 we have ∑ 1�;�;! 
 E F G?9@A ∑ ;!?9@�  with certain 

E,G ∈ �. 

 In [5] it is proved that there exist globally transcendental and globally 

algebraically independent polyadic integers. 
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